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Let us arise, then, at last,

For the Scripture stirs us up, saying,

“Now is the hour for us to rise from sleep.” (Romans 13:11)

—Rule o f Saint Benedict
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Introduction: The Awakening

For most of my adult life, I have been a believing Christian and a 
committed conservative. I didn’t see any conflict between the two, 

until my wife and I welcomed our firstborn child into the world in 
1999. Nothing changes a m an’s outlook on life like having to think 
about the kind of world his children will inherit. And so it was with me.

As M atthew grew into toddlerhood, I began to realize how my 
politics were changing as I sought to raise our child by traditionalist 
Christian principles. I began to wonder what, exactly, m ainstream  
conservatism was conserving. It dawned on me that some of the causes 
championed by my fellow conservatives— chiefly an uncritical enthu
siasm for the market— can in some circumstances underm ine the 
thing that I, as a traditionalist, considered the most im portant institu
tion to conserve: the family.

I also came to see the churches, including my own, as largely inef
fective in combating the forces of cultural decline. Traditional, historic 
Christianity— whether Catholic, Protestant, or Eastern O rthodox— 
ought to be a powerful counterforce to the radical individualism and 
secularism of modernity. Even though conservative Christians were 
said to be fighting a culture war, with the exception of the abortion 
and gay m arriage issues, it was hard to see my people putting up much
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of a fight. We seemed content to be the chaplaincy to a consumerist 
culture that was fast losing a sense of what it m eant to be Christian.

In my 2006 book Crunchy Cons, which explored a countercultural, 
traditionalist conservative sensibility, I brought up the work of philos
opher A lasdair M acIntyre, who declared that Western civilization 
had lost its moorings. T he time was coming, said M acIntyre, when 
men and women of virtue would understand that continued full par
ticipation in m ainstream  society was not possible for those who wanted 
to live a life of traditional virtue. These people would find new ways 
to live in community, he said, just as Saint Benedict, the sixth-century 
father of W estern monasticism, responded to the collapse of Rom an 
civilization by founding a monastic order.

I called the strategic withdrawal prophesied by M acIntyre “the 
Benedict O ption.” T he idea is that serious C hristian conservatives 
could no longer live business-as-usual lives in America, that we have 
to develop creative, comm unal solutions to help us hold on to our faith 
and our values in a world growing ever more hostile to them. We 
would have to choose to make a decisive leap into a truly countercul
tural way of living Christianity, or we would doom our children and 
our children’s children to assimilation.

Over the last decade, I have been writing on and off about the 
Benedict Option, but it never took off outside a relatively small circle 
of C hristian conservatives. Meanwhile the M illennial generation be
gan to abandon the church in numbers unprecedented in U.S. history. 
A nd they almost certainly did not know what they were discarding: 
new social science research indicated that young adults are almost 
entirely ignorant of the teachings and practices of the historical C hris
tian faith.

T he steady decline of Christianity and the steady increase in hos
tility to traditional values came to a head in April 2015, when the state 
of Indiana passed a version of the federal Religious Freedom Resto
ration Act. The law merely provided a valid religious liberty defense 
for those sued for discrimination. It did not guarantee that those de-
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fendants would prevail. Gay rights activists loudly protested, calling 
the law bigoted— and for the first time ever, big business took sides in 
the culture war, coming down firmly on behalf of gay rights. Indiana 
backed down under corporate pressure— as did Arkansas a week later.

This was a watershed event. It showed that if big business objected, 
even Republican politicians in red states would not take a stand, even 
a mild one, for religious freedom. Professing orthodox biblical Chris
tianity on sexual matters was now thought to be evidence of intolera
ble bigotry. Conservative Christians had been routed. We were living 
in a new country.

And then two months later the U.S. Supreme Court declared a con
stitutional right to same-sex marriage. The decision was popular with 
the American people, which had, over the previous decade, undergone 
a staggering shift on gay rights and same-sex marriage. No sooner was 
the right to gay m arriage achieved than activists and their political al
lies, the Democratic Party, began pushing for transgender rights.

Post- Obergefell, Christians who hold to the biblical teaching about 
sex and m arriage have the same status in culture, and increasingly in 
law, as racists. The culture w ar that began with the Sexual Revolution 
in the 1960s has now ended in defeat for Christian conservatives. The 
cultural left— which is to say, increasingly the Am erican m ain
stream — has no intention of living in postwar peace. It is pressing 
forward with a harsh, relentless occupation, one that is aided by the 
cluelessness of Christians who don’t understand w hat’s happening. 
D on’t be fooled: the upset presidential victory of D onald T rum p has 
at best given us a bit more time to prepare for the inevitable.

I have written The Benedict Option to wake up the church and to en
courage it to act to strengthen itself, while there is still time. If  we want 
to survive, we have to return to the roots of our faith, both in thought 
and in practice. We are going to have to learn habits of the heart for
gotten by believers in the West. We are going to have to change our 
lives, and our approach to life, in radical ways. In short, we are going to 
have to be the church, without compromise, no m atter what it costs.
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This book does not offer a political agenda. Nor is it a spiritual 
how-to m anual, nor a standard decline-and-fall lament. True, it offers 
a critique of m odern culture from a traditional Christian point of view, 
but more importantly, it tells the stories of conservative Christians who 
are pioneering creative ways to live out the faith joyfully and counter- 
culturally in these darkening days. M y hope is that you will be in
spired by them  and collaborate with like-minded Christians in your 
local area to construct responses to the real-world challenges faced by 
the church. If  the salt is not to lose its savor, we have to act. T he hour 
is late. This is not a drill.

Alasdair M acIntyre said that we await “a new— doubtless very 
different— St. Benedict.” T he philosopher m eant an inspired, creative 
leader who will pioneer a way to live the tradition in community, so 
that it can survive through a time of great testing. Pope Emeritus Ben
edict X V I foretells a world in which the church will live in small cir
cles of com m itted believers who live the faith intensely, and who will 
have to be somewhat cut off from m ainstream  society for the sake of 
holding on to the truth. Read this book, learn from the people you 
meet in it, and be inspired by the testimony of the lives of the monks. 
Let them all speak to your heart and mind, then get active locally to 
strengthen yourself, your family, your church, your school, and your 
community.

In the first part of this book, I will define the challenge of post- 
C hristian America as I see it. I will explore the philosophical and 
theological roots of our society’s fragmentation, and I will explain how 
the Christian virtues embodied in the sixth-century Rule of Saint 
Benedict, a monastic guidebook that played a powerful role in preserv
ing Christian culture throughout the so-called Dark Ages, can help all 
believers today.

In the second part, I will discuss how the way of C hristian living 
prescribed by the Rule can be adapted to the lives of m odern conser
vative Christians of all churches and confessions. To avoid political 
confusion, I use the word “orthodox”— small “o”— to refer to theolo
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gically traditional Protestants, Catholics, and Eastern O rthodox 
Christians. The Rule offers insights in how to appi'oach politics, faith, 
family, community, education, and work. I will detail how they m an
ifest themselves in the lives of a diverse num ber of Christians who have 
lessons to teach the entire church. Finally, I will consider the critical 
importance of believers thinking and acting radically in the face of the 
two most powerful phenom ena directing contem porary life and pul
verizing the church’s foundations: sex and technology.

In the end, I hope you will agree with me that Christians are now 
in a time of decision. T he choices we make today have consequences 
for the lives of our descendants, our nation, and our civilization. Jesus 
Christ promised that the gates of Hell would not prevail against His 
church, but He did not promise that Hell would not prevail against 
His church in the West. T ha t depends on us, and the choices we make 
right here, right now.

I invite you, the reader, to keep in m ind as you make your way 
through these pages that maybe, just maybe, the new and quite differ
ent Benedict that G od is calling to revive and strengthen His church 
is . . .you.

— Rod Dreher
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C H A P T E R  1

The Great Flood

No one saw the Great Flood coming.
T he newspaper said heavy rains were headed to south Loui

siana that weekend in August 2016, but it was nothing unusual for us. 
Louisiana is a wet place, especially in summer. The weatherm an said 
we could expect three to six inches over a five-day period.

By the time the rain stopped, the deluge had dropped over thirty  
inches of water on the greater Baton Rouge area. Places that no one 
ever im agined would see high water disappeared beneath the muddy 
torrent as rivers and creeks hem orrhaged and burst their banks. Peo
ple fled their houses and made it to high ground with minutes to spare. 
Some had not even that much time and were lucky to clam ber with 
their families onto their roofs, where rescuers found them.

I spent the Sunday of the flood at a makeshift shelter in Baton 
Rouge. M y son Lucas and I helped unload the rescued from National 
G uard helicopters, and we joined scores of other volunteers in feeding 
and helping the thousands of refugees flowing in from the surrounding 
area. M en, women, families, the elderly, the well-off, the very poor, 
white, black, Asian, Latino— it was a real “here comes everybody” 
moment. A nd nearly every one of them  looked shell-shocked.

Serving jam balaya to hungry and dazed evacuees, one heard the
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same story over and over: We have lost everything. We never expected this. It 
has never flooded where we live. We were not prepared.

These confused and homeless evacuees could be forgiven their lack 
of preparation. Few had thought to buy flood insurance, but why 
would they? T he Great Flood was a thousand-year weather event, and 
nobody in recorded history had ever seen this land underwater. The 
last time something like this happened in Louisiana, W estern civiliza
tion had not yet reached Am erican shores.

We Christians in the West are facing our own thousand-year 
flood— or if you believe Pope Emeritus Benedict X V I, a fifteen- 
hundred-year flood: in 2012, the then-pontiff said that the spiritual 
crisis overtaking the West is the most serious since the fall of the R o
m an Empire near the end of the fifth century. The light of Christian
ity is flickering out all over the West. There are people alive today who 
may live to see the effective death of Christianity within our civiliza
tion. By G od’s mercy, the faith may continue to flourish in the Global 
South and China, but barring  a dram atic reversal of current trends, it 
will all but disappear entirely from Europe and N orth America. This 
may not be the end of the world, but it is the end of a world, and only 
the willfully blind would deny it. For a long time we have downplayed 
or ignored the signs. Now the floodwaters are upon us— and we are 
not ready.

T he storm clouds have been gathering for decades, but most of us 
believers have operated under the illusion that they would blow over. 
The breakdown of the natural family, the loss of traditional moral 
values, and the fragm enting of communities— we were troubled by 
these developments but believed they were reversible and didn’t reflect 
anything fundam entally wrong with our approach to faith. O ur reli
gious leaders told us that strengthening the levees of law and politics 
would keep the flood of secularism at bay. T he sense one had was: 
T here’s nothing here that can’t be fixed by continuing to do what 
Christians have been doing for decades— especially voting for Repub
licans.
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Today we can see that we’ve lost on every front and that the swift 
and relentless currents of secularism have overwhelmed our flimsy 
barriers. Hostile secular nihilism has won the day in our nation’s gov
ernm ent, and the culture has turned powerfully against traditional 
Christians. We tell ourselves that these developments have been im
posed by a liberal elite, because we find the tru th  intolerable: The 
Am erican people, either actively or passively, approve.

The advance of gay civil rights, along with a reversal of religious 
liberties for believers who do not accept the LGBT agenda, had been 
slowly but steadily happening for years. T he U.S. Supreme C ourt’s 
Obergefell decision declaring a constitutional right to same-sex m ar
riage was the Waterloo of religious conservatism. It was the moment 
that the Sexual Revolution trium phed decisively, and the culture war, 
as we have known it since the 1960s, came to an end. In the wake of 
Obergefell, C hristian beliefs about the sexual complementarity of m ar
riage are considered to be abominable prejudice— and in a growing 
num ber of cases, punishable. The public square has been lost.

Not only have we lost the public square, but the supposed high 
ground of our churches is no safe place either. Well, so what if those 
around us don’t share our morality? We can still retain our faith and 
teaching w ithin the walls of our churches, we may think, but that’s 
placing unw arranted confidence in the health of our religious institu
tions. The changes that have overtaken the West in m odern times 
have revolutionized everything, even the church, which no longer 
forms souls but caters to selves. As conservative Anglican theologian 
Ephraim  R adner has said, “There is no safe place in the world or in 
our churches w ithin which to be a Christian. It is a new epoch.”1

Don’t be fooled by the large num ber of churches you see today. 
Unprecedented numbers of young adult Am ericans say they have no 
religious affiliation at all. According to the Pew Research Center, one 
in three 18-to-29-year-olds have put religion aside, if they ever picked 
it up in the first place.2 If  the demographic trends continue, our 
churches will soon be empty.
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Even more troubling, m any of the churches that do stay open will 
have been hollowed out by a sneaky kind of secularism to the point 
where the “Christianity” taught there is devoid of power and life. It 
has already happened in most of them. In 2005, sociologists Christian 
Smith and M elinda Lundquist Denton examined the religious and 
spiritual lives of Am erican teenagers from a wide variety of back
grounds. W hat they found was that in most cases, teenagers adhered 
to a mushy pseudoreligion the researchers deemed Moralistic T hera
peutic Deism (M TD).3

M T D  has five basic tenets:

• A G od exists who created and orders the world and watches 
over hum an life on earth.

0 God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each other, 
as taught in the Bible and by most world religions.

e The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about 
oneself.

6 God does not need to be particularly involved in one’s life 
except when he is needed to resolve a problem.

• Good people go to heaven when they die.

This creed, they found, is especially prom inent among Catholic 
and M ainline Protestant teenagers. Evangelical teenagers fared m ea
surably better but were still far from historic biblical orthodoxy. Smith 
and Denton claimed that M T D  is colonizing existing Christian 
churches, destroying biblical Christianity from within, and replacing 
it with a pseudo-Christianity that is “only tenuously connected to the 
actual historical C hristian tradition.”

M T D  is not entirely wrong. After all, G od does exist, and He does 
w ant us to be good. The problem with M T D , in both its progressive 
and its conservative versions, is that it’s mostly about improving one’s 
self-esteem and subjective happiness and getting along well with oth
ers. It has little to do with the Christianity of Scripture and tradition,
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which teaches repentance, self-sacrificial love, and purity of heart, and 
commends suffering— the Way of the Cross— as the pathway to God. 
Though superficially Christian, M T D  is the natural religion of a cul
ture that worships the Self and m aterial comfort.

As bleak as Christian Sm ith’s 2005 findings were, his follow-up 
research, a th ird  installment of which was published in 2011, was even 
grimmer. Surveying the m oral beliefs of 18-to-23-year-olds, Smith and 
his colleagues found that only 40 percent of young Christians sampled 
said that their personal m oral beliefs were grounded in the Bible or 
some other religious sensibility.4 It’s unlikely that the beliefs of even 
these faithful are biblically coherent. M any of these “Christians” are 
actually comm itted moral individualists who neither know nor prac
tice a coherent Bible-based morality.

An astonishing 61 percent of the emerging adults had no moral 
problem at all with materialism  and consumerism. An added 30 per
cent expressed some qualms but figured it was not worth worrying 
about. In this view, say Smith and his team , “all that society is, appar
ently, is a collection of autonomous individuals out to enjoy life.” 

These are not bad people. Rather, they are young adults who have 
been terribly failed by family, church, and the other institutions that 
formed— or rather, failed to form— their consciences and their imag
inations.

M T D  is the de facto religion not simply of Am erican teenagers but 
also of Am erican adults. To a remarkable degree, teenagers have 
adopted the religious attitudes of their parents. We have been an 
M T D  nation for some time now.

“Am erica has lived a long time off its th in  C hristian veneer, partly 
necessitated by the Cold War,” Smith told me in an interview. “T hat 
is all finally being stripped away by the combination of mass consumer 
capitalism and liberal individualism.”

The data  from Smith and other researchers make clear what so 
m any of us are desperate to deny: the flood is rising to the rafters in 
the Am erican church. Every single congregation in Am erica must ask
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itself if it has compromised so much with the world that it has been 
compromised in its faithfulness. Is the Christianity we have been liv
ing out in our families, congregations, and communities a means of 
deeper conversion, or does it function as a vaccination against taking 
faith with the seriousness the Gospel demands?

Nobody but the most deluded of the old-school Religious Right 
believes that this cultural revolution can be turned back. T he wave 
cannot be stopped, only ridden. W ith a few exceptions, conservative 
C hristian political activists are as ineffective as W hite Russian exiles, 
drinking tea from samovars in their Paris drawing rooms, plotting the 
restoration of the monarchy. O ne wishes them  well but knows deep 
down that they are not the future.

Americans cannot stand to contemplate defeat or to accept limits 
of any kind. But Am erican Christians are going to have to come to 
terms with the brute fact that we live in a culture, one in which our 
beliefs make increasingly little sense. We speak a language that the 
world more and more either cannot hear or finds offensive to its ears.

Could it be that the best way to fight the flood is to . . . stop fighting 
the flood? T h a t is, to quit piling up sandbags and to build an ark in 
which to shelter until the water recedes and we can put our feet on dry 
land again? R ather than  wasting energy and resources fighting un- 
winnable political battles, we should instead work on building com
munities, institutions, and networks of resistance that can outwit, 
outlast, and eventually overcome the occupation.

Fear not! We have been in a place like this before. In the first cen
turies of Christianity, the early church survived and grew under R o
m an persecution and later after the collapse of the empire in the West. 
We latter-day Christians must learn from their example— and partic
ularly from the example of Saint Benedict.

O ne day near the turn  of the sixth century, a young Rom an nam ed 
Benedict said good-bye to his hometown, Nursia, a rugged village
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pocketed away in central Italy’s Sibylline m ountain range. The son of 
Nursia’s governor, Benedict was on his way to Rome, the place where 
promising young men seeking a place in the world went to complete 
their education.

This was no longer the Rome of imperial glory, the mem ory of 
which rem ained after Constantine’s conversion m ade the empire offi
cially Christian. Nearly seventy years before Benedict was born, the 
Visigoths had sacked the Eternal City. T he collapse of the city of 
Rome was a staggering blow to the morale of citizens across the once- 
mighty empire.

By that time, the empire was governed in the West from Rome, 
which had long been in decline, and in the East from Constantinople, 
which thrived. Yet Christians throughout the empire m ourned be
cause Rom e’s suffering forced them  to confront a terrible fact: that the 
foundations of the world they and their ancestors had known were 
crum bling before their eyes.

“My voice sticks in my throat; and, as I dictate, sobs choke my utter
ance,” wrote Saint Jerom e in its aftermath. “The city which had taken 
the whole world was itself taken.” So great was the shock that Jerom e’s 
contemporary, Saint Augustine, wrote his classic City of God, which ex
plained the catastrophe in terms of G od’s mysterious will and refocused 
the minds of Christians on the imperishable heavenly kingdom.

The city of Rome did not disappear, but by the time young Bene
dict arrived, Rome was a pathetic shadow of its former self. Once the 
world’s largest city, with a population estimated at one million souls at 
the height of its power in the second century, its population plum 
meted in the decades after the sack. In 476, barbarians deposed the 
last R om an em peror of the West. By the turn  of the sixth century, 
Rom e’s population had scattered, leaving only one hundred thousand 
souls to pick over the ruins.

The overthrow of the W estern empire did not m ean anarchy. To 
the contrary, in Italy, things went on much as they had gone for de
cades. Theodoric, the Visigoth king who ruled Italy in Benedict’s time
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from his capital in Ravenna, was a heretical Christian (an Arian) but 
m ade a pilgrimage to Rome in the year 500 to pay his respects to the 
Pope. T he king assured the Rom ans of his favor for them  and his p ro
tection. In  fact, the best he could do was to m anage R om e’s decline.

We know few particulars of social life in barbarian-ruled Rome, 
but history shows that a general loosening of morals follows the shat
tering of a long-standing social order. Think  o f the decadence of Paris 
and Berlin after World W ar I, or of Russia in the decade after the end 
of the Soviet empire. Pope Saint Gregory the G reat never knew Ben
edict, but he wrote the saint’s biography based on interviews he con
ducted with four of Benedict’s disciples. Gregory writes that young 
Benedict was so shocked and disgusted by the vice and corruption in 
the city that he turned his back on the life of privilege that awaited 
him  there, as the son of a government official. He moved to the 
nearby forest and later to a cave forty miles to the east. There Bene
dict lived a life of prayer and contemplation as a herm it for three 
years.

This was norm al in the first centuries of the church, and it contin
ues in some places even today. In the th ird  century, men (and even a 
few women) retreated to the Egyptian desert, renouncing all bodily 
comfort to seek God in a solitary life of silence, prayer, and fasting. 
They took to an extreme the scriptural injunction to die to self to live 
in Christ, obeying the Lord’s com m and to the rich young ruler to sell 
his possessions, give to the poor, and follow Him . Saint Anthony of 
Egypt (ca. 251-356) is believed to have been the first hermit. His fol
lowers founded comm unal C hristian monasticism, but the figure of 
the herm it rem ained a part of monastic life and practice.

D uring Benedict’s three years in the cave, a monk nam ed Roma- 
nus, from a nearby monastery, brought him  food. By the time Benedict 
emerged from the cave, he had a reputation for sanctity and was in
vited by a monastic comm unity to be their abbot. Eventually Benedict 
founded twelve monasteries of his own in the region. His twin sister, 
Scholastica, followed in his footsteps, beginning her own community
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of nuns. To guide the monks and nuns in living simple, orderly lives 
consecrated to Christ, Benedict wrote a slim book, now known as the 
Rule of Saint Benedict.

For the early monastics, a “rule” was simply a guide to living in 
Christian community. T he one Benedict wrote is a more relaxed form 
of a very strict earlier one from the Christian East. In his Rule, Bene
dict described the m onastery as a “school for the L ord’s service.” In 
that sense, his Rule is simply a training m anual. M odern readers who 
turn  to it looking for mystical teaching of fathomless spiritual depth 
will be disappointed. Benedict’s spirituality is wholly practical— and 
he originally wrote it not for the clergy but for laymen.

W hen he left fallen Rome for the wilderness, Benedict had no idea 
that his founding of his schools for the Lord’s service would over time 
have such dram atic impact on Western civilization. Europe in the 
early M iddle Ages was reeling from the calamitous end of the empire, 
which left in its wake countless local wars as barbarian  tribes fought 
for dominance. Rom e’s fall left behind a staggering degree of m aterial 
poverty, the result of both the disintegration of Rom e’s complex trade 
network and the loss of intellectual and technical sophistication.

In these miserable conditions, the church was often the strongest— 
and perhaps the only— government people had. W ithin the broad 
embrace of the church, monasticism provided much-needed help and 
hope to the peasantry, and thanks to Benedict, a renewed focus on 
spiritual life led m any m en and women to leave the world and devote 
themselves wholly to God within the walls of monasteries under the 
Rule. These monasteries kept faith and learning alive within their 
walls, evangelized barbarian  peoples, and taught them  how to pray, to 
read, to plant crops, and to build things. O ver the next few centuries, 
they prepared the devastated societies of post-Roman Europe for the 
rebirth o f civilization.

It all grew from the m ustard seed of faith planted by a faithful 
young Italian who wanted nothing more than  to seek and to serve 
G od in a comm unity of faith constructed to withstand the chaos and
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decadence all around them. Benedict’s example gives us hope today, 
because it reveals what a small cohort of believers who respond cre
atively to the challenges of their own time and place can accomplish 
by channeling the grace that flows through them from their radical 
openness to God, and embodying that grace in a distinct way of life.

In his book After Virtue, philosopher Alasdair M acIntyre likened the 
present cultural moment to the fall of the Rom an Empire in the West. 
He argued that the West has abandoned reason and the tradition of 
the virtues in giving itself over to the relativism that is now flooding 
our world today. We are governed not by faith, or by reason, or by any 
combination of the two. We are governed by what M acIntyre called 
emotivism: the idea that all m oral choices are nothing more than  ex
pressions of what the choosing individual feels is right.

M acIntyre said that a society that governed itself according to 
emotivist principles would look a lot like the m odern West, in which 
the liberation of the individual’s will is thought to be the greatest good. 
A virtuous society, by contrast, is one that shares belief in objective 
moral goods and the practices necessary for hum an beings to embody 
those goods in community.

To live “after virtue,” then, is to dwell in a society that not only can 
no longer agree on what constitutes virtuous belief and conduct but 
also doubts that virtue exists. In a post-virtue society, individuals hold 
m axim al freedom of thought and action, and society itself becomes “a 
collection of strangers, each pursuing his or her own interests under 
m inim al constraints.”

Achieving this kind of society requires

• abandoning objective m oral standards;
• refusing to accept any religiously or culturally binding nar

rative originating outside oneself, except as chosen;
• repudiating m em ory of the past as irrelevant; and
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* distancing oneself from community as well as any unchosen 
social obligations.

This state of m ind approximates the condition known as barba
rism. W hen we think of barbarians, we imagine wild, rapacious 
tribesmen ram paging through cities, heedlessly destroying the struc
tures and institutions of civilization, simply because they can. Barbar
ians are governed only by their will to power, and neither know nor 
care a thing about what they are annihilating.

By that standard, despite our wealth and technological sophistica
tion, we in the m odern West are living under barbarism , though we 
do not recognize it. O u r scientists, our judges, our princes, our schol
ars, and our scribes— they are at work demolishing the faith, the fam 
ily, gender, even what it means to be hum an. O ur barbarians have 
exchanged the anim al pelts and spears of the past for designer suits 
and smartphones.

M acIntyre concluded After Virtue by looking back to the West after 
barbarian  tribes overthrew the Rom an im perial order. He wrote,

A c ru c ia l tu rn in g  p o in t in  th a t ea rlie r  h isto ry  occu rred  
when m en and  w om en o f good will tu rn e d  aside from  the 
task  o f shoring  up the R om an  im perium  an d  ceased  to 
iden tify  the co n tin u a tio n  o f civ ility  and  m ora l com m u
n ity  w ith  the m ain ten an ce  o f th a t im perium . W h a t they  
set them selves to achieve in stead— often not recogn iz ing  
fully w hat they  were doing— was the construc tion  o f new 
form s o f com m unity  w ith in  w hich the m oral life could be 
susta ined  so th a t b o th  m ora lity  and  civ ility  m ight sur
vive the com ing  ages o f b a rb a rism  and  d a rk n ess .5

In M acIntyre’s reading, the post-Rom an system was too far gone 
to be saved. Saint Benedict had taken the proper measure of Rome. 
He acted wisely by leaving society and starting a new comm unity
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whose practices would preserve the faith through the trials ahead. 
Though not then a Christian, M acIntyre called on traditionalists who 
still believe in reason and virtue to form communities w ithin which 
the life of virtue can survive the long Dark Age to come.

The world, said M acIntyre, awaits “another— doubtless very 
different— St. Benedict.” Christians besieged by the raging floodwa- 
ters of m odernity await someone like Benedict to build arks capable of 
carrying them  and the living faith across the sea of crisis— a D ark Age 
that could last centuries.

In  this book, you will meet men and women who are today’s Ben
edicts. Some live in the countryside. O thers live in the city. Still o th
ers make their homes in the suburbs. All of them  are faithful orthodox 
Christians— that is, theological conservatives w ithin the three m ain 
branches of historic C hristianity— who know that if believers don’t 
come out of Babylon and be separate, sometimes metaphorically, 
sometimes literally, their faith will not survive for another generation 
or two in this culture of death. They recognize an unpopular truth: 
politics will not save us. Instead of looking to prop up the current 
order, they have recognized that the kingdom of which they are citi
zens is not of this world and have decided not to compromise that 
citizenship.

W hat these orthodox Christians are doing now are the seeds of 
what I call the Benedict Option, a strategy that draws on the authority 
of Scripture and the wisdom of the ancient church to embrace “exile 
in place” and form a vibrant counterculture. Recognizing the toxins 
of m odern secularism, as well as the fragm entation caused by relativ
ism, Benedict O ption Christians look to Scripture and to Benedict’s 
Rule for ways to cultivate practices and communities. R ather than 
panicking or rem aining complacent, they recognize that the new or
der is not a problem to be solved but a reality to be lived with. It will 
be those who learn how to endure with faith and creativity, to deepen 
their own prayer lives and adopting practices, focusing on families and 
communities instead of on partisan politics, and building churches,
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schools, and other institutions within which the orthodox Christian 
faith can survive and prosper through the flood.

This is not just about our own survival. I f  we are going to be for the 
world as Christ meant for us to be, we are going to have to spend more 
time away from the world, in deep prayer and substantial spiritual 
training—just as Jesus retreated to the desert to pray before minister
ing to the people. We cannot give the world what we do not have. If  
the ancient Hebrews had been assimilated by the culture of Babylon, 
it would have ceased being a light to the world. So it is with the church.

T he reality of our situation is indeed alarm ing, but we do not have 
the luxury of doom-and-gloom hysteria. There is a hidden blessing in 
this crisis, if we will open our eyes to it. Just as God used chastisement 
in the Old Testament to call His people back to Himself, so He may 
be delivering a like judgm ent onto a church and a people grown cold 
from selfishness, hedonism, and materialism. The coming storm may 
be the means through which G od delivers us.

Growing up in south Louisiana, whenever a hurricane was coming, 
somebody would take out the cast-iron kettle, make a big pot of gumbo, 
and after battening down the hatches, invite the neighbors over to eat, 
tell stories, make merry, and ride out the storm together. This spirit 
ruled the response to the Great Flood of 2016. Even as the waters rose, 
little platoons all over south Louisiana rushed out to rescue the 
trapped, shelter the homeless, feed the hungry (with mountains ofjam - 
balaya, mostly), and comfort the broken and broken-hearted.

This was not a response ordered from on high. It emerged sponta
neously, out of the love local people had for their neighbor, and the 
sense of responsibility they had to care for those left poor and naked 
by the flood. M en and women of virtue— the Cajun Navy, church 
folks, and others— did not wait to be told what to do. They recognized 
the seriousness of the crisis, and they moved.

The grave spiritual and cultural crisis that has overtaken us did not
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come from nowhere. Though its pace has quickened over the past fifty 
years, the crisis has been gestating for m any centuries. I f  we are going 
to figure out how to make it through the storm and the fog to safe 
harbor, we have to understand how we got here. Ideas, as we will see, 
have consequences.



C H A P T E R  2

The Roots of the Crisis

O n a w arm  evening in the late autum n, a recently retired woman 
sits on the front porch o f her neighbor’s house, talking about the 

ways of the world. It is two weeks before the Trum p-Clinton election, 
and everything seems to be going to pieces, the neighbors agree. How 
did our country get to this place? they wonder. Both of the women are 
working class by culture, but thanks to economic and cultural changes 
in the mid-twentieth century, they are now entering their golden years 
as members of a modest middle class. America has been very good to 
them and their families.

Yet neither wom an is confident about the future for their g rand
children. O ne tells the other that in the past year, she has gone to six 
baby showers for young women in her family and social circles. None 
of the expectant mothers had husbands. Some had more than  one 
child out o f wedlock. The gray-haired women know w hat poverty and 
insecurity are like, and they can’t believe that these young women 
would bring children into the world without fathers in the home, 
given how much more likely children in those situations are to be 
poor. And where are the fathers, anyway? W hat is wrong with young 
men these days?
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These women are pro-life Christian conservatives who would never 
countenance abortion. T hey would rather see babies born than exter
m inated in the womb, no m atter what the cost. Still, the norm aliza
tion of having children outside of m arriage is hard for them  to take. 
In the 1940s, when they were born, the out-of-wedlock birth rate 
among whites was 2 percent. It is now nearly 30 percent (the overall 
birth  rate to unwed mothers is 41 percent).1 “It’s like the whole world 
is coming apart,” sighed one of the women.

“I ’m glad I ’m not going to be around to see it,” said the other.
Those women aren’t im agining things. T heir whole world really is 

unraveling. Political scientist Charles M urray documented it in his 
aptly titled 2012 book Coming Apart: The State of White America 1960- 
2010. M urray focused his study on the white working class, but the 
social and cultural trends that have undone them are not confined to 
whites alone. Nor were the 1960s the beginning of our unraveling, 
though they were a turning point. We are living with the consequences 
of ideas accepted m any generations ago, and as a result of those deci
sions, we are losing our religion— a far greater crisis than  merely los
ing the habit of churchgoing.

T he word religion comes from the Latin word religare, m eaning “to 
bind.” From a sociological point of view, religion is a coherent system 
of beliefs and practices through which the comm unity of believers 
know who they are and what they are to do. These beliefs and prac
tices are held to be rooted in and expressive of the sacred order both 
grounding and transcending existence. They tell and enact the story 
that holds the com m unity together.

The loss of the Christian religion is why the West has been frag
m enting for some time now, a process that is accelerating. How did it 
happen? There were five landm ark events over seven centuries that 
rocked Western civilization and stripped it of its ancestral faith:
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• In the fourteenth century, the loss of belief in the integral 
connection between G od and Creation— or in philosophic 
terms, transcendent reality and m aterial reality

0 The collapse of religious unity and religious authority in 
the Protestant Reform ation of the sixteenth century

• T he eighteenth-century Enlightenment, which displaced 
the C hristian religion with the cult of Reason, privatized 
religious life, and inaugurated the age of democracy

9 The Industrial Revolution (ca. 1760-1840) and the growth 
of capitalism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

• T he Sexual Revolution (1960-present)

This outline of W estern cultural history since the High Middle 
Ages adm ittedly leaves out a great deal. And it is biased toward an 
intellectual understanding of historical causation. In  tru th , m aterial 
consequences often give b irth  to ideas. T he discovery of the New 
World and the invention of the printing press, both in the fifteenth 
century, and the invention of the birth control pill and the Internet in 
the twentieth, made it possible for people to imagine things they never 
had before and thus to think new thoughts. History gives us no clean, 
straight causal lines binding events and giving them  clear order. H is
tory is a poem, not a syllogism.

T hat said, outlining the role ideas— especially ideas about God—  
played in historical change gives us a conceptual understanding of the 
nature of our present crisis. It’s im portant to grasp this picture, how
ever incomplete and oversimplified, to understand why the humble 
Benedictine way is such a potent counterforce to the dissolving cur
rents of modernity.

T he people of the M iddle Ages lived in what philosopher Charles 
Taylor calls an “enchanted world”— one so unlike ours that we strug
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gle to imagine it. We in the m odern West are on a distant shore, and 
the worldview of our medieval ancestors is over the horizon, far from 
view.

Medievals experienced the divine as far more present in their daily 
lives. As it has been for most people, Christian and otherwise, through
out history, religion was everywhere, and— this is crucial— as a m atter 
not merely of belief but of experience. In the m ind of medieval C hris
tendom, the spirit world and the material world penetrated each other. 
T he division between them  was th in  and porous. Another way to put 
this is that the medievals experienced everything in the world sacra
mentally.

We associate that word with church and rightly so. Baptism is a 
sacrament, for example, as is Com m union. These are special rituals 
in which G od’s grace is present in a particular way, effecting a real 
transform ation on those participating in it. But sacramentalism had a 
much broader and deeper m eaning in the m ind of the M iddle Ages. 
People of those days took all things that existed, even time, as in some 
sense sacramental. T ha t is, they believed that God was present every
where and revealed Him self to us through people, places, and things, 
through which His power flowed.

T he power of sacred places and the relics of saints had such po
tency to the medievals because God wasn’t present in a vague spiritual 
sense, like a butler watching silently over a m anor house. He was there, 
writes Taylor, “as imm ediate reality, like stones, rivers, and m oun
tains.”2 The specific sense in which He was present was a mystery—  
and a source of speculation and contention even back then— but that 
He was truly present was not disputed. The only reason the material 
world had any m eaning at all was because of its relationship to God.

Medieval m an held that reality— what was really real— was outside 
himself and that dwelling in the darkness of the Fall, he could not fully 
perceive it. But he could relate to it intellectually through faith and 
reason, and know it through conversion of the heart. The entire uni
verse was woven into G od’s own Being, in ways that are difficult for
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m odern people, even believing Christians, to grasp. Christians of the 
Middle Ages took Paul’s words recorded in Acts— “in H im  we live and 
move and have our being”— and in his letter to the Colossians— “He 
is before all things and in H im  all things hold together”— in a much 
more literal sense than we do.

Medieval m an did not see himself as fundam entally separate from 
the natural order; rather, the alienation he felt was an effect of the Fall, 
a catastrophe that, as he understood it, m ade it difficult for hum ans to 
see Creation as it really is. His task was to join himself to the love of 
God and harm onize his own steps with the great cosmic dance. T ruth  
was guaranteed by the existence of God, whose Logos, the divine 
principle of order, was m ade fully manifest in Jesus Christ but is pres
ent to some degree in all Creation.

Medieval Europe was no Christian utopia. The church was spec
tacularly corrupt, and the violent exercise of power— at times by the 
church itself—seemed to rule the world. Yet despite the radical bro
kenness of their world, medievals carried w ithin their im agination a 
powerful vision of integration. In the medieval consensus, men con
strued reality in a way that empowered them to harm onize everything 
conceptually and find m eaning amid the chaos.

The medieval conception of reality is an old idea, one that predates 
Christianity. In his final book The Discarded Image, C. S. Lewis, who 
was a professional medievalist, explained that Plato believed that two 
things could relate to each other only through a third thing. In what 
Lewis called the medieval “Model,” everything that existed was re
lated to every other thing that existed, through their shared relation
ship to God. O ur relationship to the world is m ediated through God, 
and our relationship to God is mediated through the world.

H um ankind dwelled not in a cold, meaningless universe but in a 
cosmos, in which everything had m eaning because it participated in the 
fife of the Creator. Says Lewis, “Every particular fact and story be
came more interesting and more pleasurable if, by being properly fit
ted in, it carried one’s m ind back to the M odel as a whole.”3
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For the medievals, says Lewis, regarding the cosmos was like “look
ing at a great building”—perhaps like the Chartres cathedral— “over
whelming in its greatness but satisfying in its harmony.”

The medieval model held all of Creation to be bound in a complex 
unity that encompassed all of time and space. It reached its apogee in 
the highly complex, rationalistic theology known as Scholasticism, of 
which the brilliant thirteenth-century Dom inican friar Thom as Aqui
nas (1225-1274) was the greatest exponent.

The core teachings of Scholasticism include the principle that all 
things exist and have a God-given essential nature independent of 
hum an thought. This position is called “metaphysical realism.” From 
this principle comes what Charles Taylor identifies as the three basic 
bulwarks upholding the medieval Christian “im aginary”— that is, the 
vision of reality accepted by all orthodox Christians from the early 
church through the High M iddle Ages:

• T he world and everything in it is part of a harmonious 
whole ordered by G od and filled with m eaning— and all 
things are signs pointing to God.

• Society is grounded in that higher reality.
• T he world is charged with spiritual force.

These three pillars had to crumble before the m odern world could 
arise from the rubble, Taylor says. And crumble they did. It did not 
happen at once, and it did not happen straightforwardly. But it hap
pened. Theologian David Bentley H art describes the transform ation 
as opening an “imaginative chasm between the prem odern and m od
ern worlds. H um an beings now in a sense inhabited a universe differ
ent from that inhabited by their ancestors.”4

The theologian who did the most to topple the mighty oak of the 
medieval model— that is, Christian metaphysical realism— was a 
Franciscan from the British Isles, W illiam of O ckham  (1285-1347).
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T he ax he and his theological allies created to do the job  was a big 
idea that came to be called nominalism.

Realism holds that the essence of a thing is built into its existence 
by God, and its ultimate m eaning is guaranteed by this connection to 
the transcendent order. This implies that Creation is comprehensible 
because it is rationally ordered by God and a revelation of Him .

“The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky above pro
claims his handiwork,” says the Psalmist. The sense that the m aterial 
world discloses the workings of the transcendent order was present in 
ancient philosophy and in m any world religions, even nontheistic ones 
like Taoism. Metaphysical realism tells us that the awe we feel in the 
presence of nature, beauty, or goodness— the feeling that there must 
be more than  what we experience with our senses— is a reasonable 
intuition. It doesn’t tell us who G od is, but it tells us that we are not 
im agining things: something— or Someone— is there.

Aquinas puts it like this: “To know that someone is approaching is 
not the same as to know that Peter is approaching, even though it is 
Peter who is approaching.” Through prayer and contemplation, we 
may build on that intuition and come to know the identity of the One 
we sense. For example, the yearning for m eaning and tru th  that all 
hum ans have, says David Bentley H art, “is simply a manifestation of 
the metaphysical structure of all reality.”

But if the infinite God reveals Him self through finite matter, does 
that not imply limitation? O ckham  thought so. He denied metaphysi
cal realism out of zeal to protect G od’s sovereignty. He feared that 
realism restricted G od’s freedom of action. For O ckham , if something 
is good, it is because G od desired it to be so. The m eaning of all things 
derives from G od’s sovereign will— that is, not because of what He is, 
or because of His participation in their being, but because of what He 
commands. If  He calls something good today and the same thing evil 
tomorrow, that is His right.

This idea implies that objects have no intrinsic meaning, only the
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m eaning assigned to them, and therefore no meaningful existence out
side the mind. A table is just wood and nails arranged in a certain way, 
until we give it m eaning by nam ing it “table.” (.Nomen is the Latin word 
for “name,” hence nominalism.)

In O ckham ’s thought, God is an all-powerful entity who is totally 
separate from Creation. God has to be, taught O ckham , or else His 
freedom to act would be bound by the laws He made. A truly om nip
otent G od cannot be restrained by anything, in his view. If  something 
is good, therefore, it is good because God said so. G od’s will, therefore, 
is more im portant than  G od’s intellect.

This sounds like angels-dancing-on-the-head-of-a-pin stuff, but its 
importance cannot be overstated. Medieval metaphysicians believed na
ture pointed to God. Nominalists did not. They believed there is no inner 
meaning existing objectively within nature and discoverable by reason. 
M eaning is extrinsic— that is, imposed from the outside, by God— and 
accessible to humans by faith in Him  and His revelation alone.

If  this sounds like plain good sense to you, then you begin to grasp 
how revolutionary nominalism was. W hat was once a radical theory 
would, in time, become the basis for the way most people understood 
the relationship between God and Creation. It m ade the m odern 
world possible— but as we will see, it also set the stage for m an en
throning himself in the place of God.

Ideas don’t occur in a vacuum. As C. S. Lewis put it, “We are all, 
very properly, fam iliar with the idea that in every age the hum an 
m ind is deeply influenced by the accepted Model of the universe. But 
there is a two-way traffic; the M odel is also influenced by the prevail
ing temper of mind.”5 Nominalism emerged from a restless civilization 
whose people were questing for something different. The M iddle Ages 
were an age of intense faith and spirituality, but as even the a rt and 
poetry of the fourteenth century showed, hum anity began turning its 
gaze away from the heavens and toward this world.

After O ckham , the so-called natural philosophers— thinkers who 
studied nature, the precursors of scientists— began to shed the m eta
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physical baggage bequeathed to them by Aristotle and his medieval 
C hristian successors. They discovered that one didn’t need to have a 
philosophical theory about a natural phenomenon’s being in order to 
examine it empirically and draw conclusions.

Meanwhile, in the world of a rt and literature, a new emphasis on 
naturalism  and individualism emerged. T he old world, with its m eta
physical certainties, its formal hierarches, and its spiritual focus grad
ually ceased to hold the imagination of W estern m an. A rt became less 
symbolic, less idealized, less focused on religious themes, and more 
occupied with the life of man.

The M odel shuddered under philosophical assault, but horrifying 
events outside the world of art and ideas also shook it to the core. 
W ar— especially the H undred Years W ar between France and 
England— wracked western Europe, which also suffered a catastrophic 
fourteenth-century famine. Worst of all was the Black Death, a plague 
that killed between one-third and one-half of all Europeans before 
burning itself out. Few civilizations could w ithstand those kinds of 
traum as without tremendous upheavals.

For all these reasons, the Model broke apart. Metaphysical realism 
had been defeated. W hat emerged was a new individualism, a this- 
worldliness that would inaugurate the historical period called the R e
naissance. T he defeat of metaphysical realism inaugurated a new and 
dynamic phase of W estern history— one that would culm inate in a 
religious revolution.

Renaissance and Reformation

Renaissance is a French word m eaning “rebirth.” It refers to the cultural 
efflorescence that accompanied the West’s rediscovery of the Greek 
and R om an roots of its civilization. It is im portant to note that the 
term  was not applied to the period bridging the end of the Middle 
Ages and the beginning of the m odern era until the nineteenth cen



tury. It contains w ithin it the secular progressive belief that the reli
giously focused medieval period was a time of intellectual and artistic 
sterility— a ludicrous judgm ent but an influential one.

Nevertheless, the Renaissance does m ark a distinct change in Eu
ropean culture, which shifted its focus from the glory of G od to the 
glory of m an. “We can become what we will,” said Pico della M iran- 
dola (1463-94), the archetypal Renaissance philosopher. It was not an 
open form of satanic defiance— indeed, Pico uttered that famous line 
in an oration in which he cautioned against abusing G od’s gift of free 
will— but those words express the Renaissance’s optimism about hu
m an nature and its possibilities.

W hat was being reborn in the Renaissance? The classical spirit of 
ancient Greece and Rome, which had gone into eclipse following the 
fifth-century collapse of the Western R om an Empire, and the subse
quent advent of the Christian medieval period. W hile the late medie
val period concentrated on the rediscovery of Greek philosophical 
texts, Italian scholars of the fourteenth century led the way in reviving 
ancient literature and history. “M an is the measure of all things,” said 
the ancient Greek philosopher Protagoras, in a line that also described 
the spirit of the new age dawning upon Europe.

Renaissance hum anism  began to consider the world through clas
sical insights and emphasized the study of poetry, rhetoric, and other 
disciplines we now call the humanities. Though hum anist culture was 
not as narrowly focused on the faith as its medieval predecessor, it was 
by no means anti-Christian. The Renaissance brought into Western 
Christianity a greater concern for the individual, for freedom, and for 
the dignity of m an as bearing the image of God.

M edieval Christianity focused on the fall of m an, but the more 
hum anistic Christianity of the Renaissance centered on m an’s poten
tial. Christian hum anism  was far more individualistic than what came 
before it, and it sought to Christianize the classical model of the hero, 
the m an of virtue. Scholasticism emphasized reason and intellect as 
the way to relate to God; C hristian hum anism  focused on the will.
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T he danger was that Christian humanists would become too enam 
ored of hum an potential and m an’s capacity for self-creation and lose 
sight of his chronic inclination toward sin. This was a temptation to 
which the Italian humanists were particularly susceptible. They were all 
too pleased to cast off the sackcloth and ashes of medieval asceticism 
and revel in the glory and vigor of the sensual life. Not so with the hu
manists of northern Europe, who were more modest in their piety and 
restrained in their optimism about hum an nature. They were more 
drawn to Scripture than to philosophy and were concerned primarily 
with reforming the church toward a more rigorous morality and a more 
democratic religious life. They viewed with skepticism, even disdain, the 
sensuality that had overtaken European life, especially in the church.

Renaissance Rome was a cesspit of vice, and the corruption 
reached far beyond the papal court and the Vatican walls. M any bish
ops were despised for their worldliness, while drunken and ignorant 
parish clergy, indifferent to the Gospel, were disrespected by their 
angry flocks. As the church hem orrhaged spiritual and m oral author
ity, the clamor for change rose. But the Renaissance popes, prisoners 
of their own greed and tastes for opulence, refused to listen. They 
thought what they had would last forever.

It took an Augustinian monk named M artin  Luther to shatter their 
illusions— and with it, the religious unity of the West. The Reforma
tion, as we call the revolution he started, was not the first protest move
ment against Catholic Church corruption, but it was the first to hack 
at the theological and ecclesiological roots of Rom an Catholicism itself.

Luther built his revolution not only on protests against church cor
ruption but also on theological and philosophical developments that 
had already occurred within Latin Christianity. In 1517, Luther pro
claimed his “Ninety-Five Theses” questioning the sale of indulgences, 
a feature of the Catholic penitential system that allowed the living to 
buy relief for relatives believed to be suffering punishment in Purgatory.

In fact, Luther aim ed his formidable rhetorical cannon at Rom e’s 
entire structure defining sin, forgiveness, and ecclesial authority. In
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1520, the Vatican excommunicated Luther for refusing to recant his 
belief that Scripture alone— as distinct from Scripture and the author
itative interpretation of the Rom an church— was the source of Chris
tian truth. Thus was the Protestant Reformation born.

Though there was a great deal of local diversity across Catholic 
Europe, fidelity to the R om an Catholic institution and its authority to 
proclaim  objective religious tru th  had been a unifying principle. The 
Reformation destroyed that unity and stripped those under its sway of 
m any symbols, rituals, and concepts that had structured the inner 
lives of Christians. Reform ation-era Christians— Protestants— would 
no longer bow before what the Reformers believed to be superstition 
and idolatry. Scripture was their only authority in religious matters.

T he question immediately arose: whose interpretation of Scrip
ture? No Reformer believed in private interpretation of Scripture, but 
they had no clear way to discern whose interpretation was the correct 
one. The Reformers quickly discovered that casting off Rom e’s au
thority solved one problem but created another. As historian Brad 
Gregory puts it, “Because Christians disagreed about what they were 
to believe and do, they disagreed about what the fruits of a Christian 
life were”6 And so it remains in our day.

Because religion was inseparable from politics and culture, the 
Reformation, and the Catholic Counter-Reformation, quickly led to a 
series of savage wars that shredded Europe. To be fair, the W ars of 
Religion were as political, social, and economic as they were religious. 
But the religious basis for the wars caused weary European intellectu
als to explore ways of living peaceably with the schism between Rome 
and the Reformers.

The Dawn o f the E nlightenm ent

T he Scientific Revolution indirectly suggested a possible way out.
Even as the W ars of Religion raged, science m ade rapid advances.
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T he Scientific Revolution was a roughly two-hundred-year period of 
staggering advances in science and mathematics that began with C o
pernicus (1473-1543), who showed that the earth  was not the fixed 
center of Creation, and ended with Newton (1642-1727), whose break
through discoveries laid the foundation for m odern physics. The era 
overturned the Aristotelian-Christian cosmos— a hierarchical model 
of reality in which all things exist organically through their relation
ship to G od— in favor of a mechanical universe ordered by laws of 
nature, with no necessary grounding in the transcendent.

Most leaders of the Scientific Revolution were professing Chris
tians, but the revolution’s grounding lay undeniably in nominalism. If 
the m aterial world could be studied and understood on its own, with
out reference to God, then science can exist on its own, free of theo
logical controversy.

This practical proposition allowed science to develop unhindered 
by metaphysical and religious suppositions. Science focused on facts 
about the m aterial world that could be demonstrated, and it had an 
empirical m ethod of testing hypotheses to prove or disprove their 
claims.

A nd science worked, in practical ways. Sir Francis Bacon, an im
portant late Renaissance philosopher and founder of the scientific 
m ethod, famously said that scientific discovery ought to be applied 
“for the relief of m an’s estate”— that is, to improve the lives of hum ans 
by reducing their pain, suffering, and poverty. This was a turning 
point in the history of ideas. The natural world was to be taken no 
longer as something to be contemplated as in any way an icon of the 
divine, but rather as something to be understood and m anipulated by 
the will of hum ankind for its own sake. In  this way, the Scientific Rev
olution further distanced G od from Creation in the minds of men.

T he Scientific Revolution culm inated in the life and work of Sir 
Isaac Newton, a physicist, m athem atician, and unorthodox Christian 
who fabricated a new model of the universe that explained its physical 
workings in a wholly m echanical way. Newton certainly believed that
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the laws of motion he discovered had been established by God. Yet 
Newton’s God, in contrast to the God of traditional C hristian m eta
physics, was like a divine watchmaker who fashioned a timepiece, 
wound it, and let it carry on without his further involvement.

T he explosion of science changed W estern epistemology, the study 
of how we know what we know. Aristotelian science, which dom inated 
the M iddle Ages, was based on metaphysical concepts about the essen
tial nature of things. T he new science jettisoned the metaphysical bag
gage and reasoned from empirical observations alone. Philosopher 
and m athem atician Rene Descartes (1596-1650) would change the 
approach to the epistemological question even further. W hereas Ba
con said we should develop models by reasoning from empirical ob
servation, Descartes took a more purely rationalistic approach.

Descartes taught that the best m ethod was to begin by accepting 
as true only clear ideas that were beyond doubt. You should accept 
nothing as tru th  on the basis of authority, and you should even doubt 
your senses. Only those things of which you can be certain are true. 
And the first principle of all under this m ethod is, “I think, therefore 
I am .”

T h a t is, the only th ing that cannot be doubted is one’s own exis
tence. T ha t is the foundation of all other thought, according to Des
cartes, who in this way m ade the autonomous, thinking individual 
into the determ iner of truth. Descartes was a rationalist but not a 
moral relativist— indeed, he considered himself a faithful Catholic 
whose mission in part was to reconcile science to faith.

W hat Descartes did— and what makes him  the father of m odern 
philosophy— was to invert the medieval approach to knowledge. To 
the Scholastics, reality was an objective state, and hum ankind’s role 
was first to understand the metaphysical nature of reality. Only then 
could hum ans begin to explore knowledge of the world and everything 
w ithin it. Descartes, on the other hand, began all inquiry with radical 
subjectivity, declaring that the first principle of knowledge was that the 
Self is conscious of itself.
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Descartes’s philosophy opened the door to the world-changing 
project dubbed “the Enlightenm ent” by its cheerleaders, eager to con
trast it to the supposedly dark days when revealed religion had its 
death grip on the Western mind. At its core, the Enlightenment was 
an attem pt by European intellectuals to find a common basis outside 
religion for determ ining m oral truth. The success of science led moral 
philosophers to explore how disinterested reason, which was so suc
cessful in the realm  of science, could show the West a nonsectarian 
way to live.

The philosophers of the Enlightenment sought to use reason alone 
to establish a new basis for political and social life, one that was sepa
rated from the past. They tried to create a secular m orality that any 
reasonable person could understand and affirm, and they believed 
that this was possible. They also advocated science and technology as 
a way to impose m an’s rational will upon nature, and they extolled the 
freely choosing individual.

For our purposes, the Enlightenment matters because it was the 
decisive break with the Christian legacy of the West. God, if  He was 
mentioned at all, was not the God of A braham , Isaac, and Jacob but 
the nondescript divinity of the Deists. Deism, a rationalistic school of 
thought that emerged in the Enlightenment, holds that God is a cos
mic architect who created the universe but does not interact with it. 
Deism rejects biblical religion and the supernatural and bases its prin
ciples on what can be known about G od— the “Supreme Being”—  
through reason alone.

Most of the Am erican Founding Fathers were either confessed D e
ists like Benjamin Franklin (also a Freemason) or strongly influenced 
by Deism (e.g., Thom as Jefferson). Deism was a powerful intellectual 
force in eighteenth-century Am erican life. John  Locke, the English 
political philosopher whose teaching was a great influence on the 
Am erican founding, was technically not a Deist— his belief in miracles 
contradicted the Deists’ watchmaker G od— but his philosophy was 
strongly consonant with Deist principles.
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Locke believed that the autonomous individual, born as a blank 
slate, with no innate nature, is the fundam ental unit of society. The 
purpose of the government, according to Locke, is not to pursue virtue 
but rather to establish and guard a social order under which individ
uals can exercise their will within reason. Government exists to secure 
the rights of these individuals to life, liberty, and property. T he au
thors of the Declaration of Independence changed this formulation to 
“life, liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness,” a phrase every Am erican 
schoolchild learns in his civic catechism.

The U.S. Constitution, a Lockean document, privatizes religion, 
separating it from the state. Every Am erican schoolchild learns to con
sider this a blessing, and perhaps it is. But segregating the sacred from 
the secular in this way profoundly shaped the Am erican religious con
sciousness.

For all the good that religious tolerance undoubtedly brought to a 
young country with a  diverse and contentious population of Protestant 
sectarians and a Catholic minority, it also laid the groundwork for 
excluding religion from the public square by m aking it a m atter of 
private, individual choice. In the Am erican order, the state’s role is 
simply to act as a referee among individuals and factions. The govern
ment has no ultimate conception of the good, and it regards its own 
role as limited to protecting the rights of individuals.

W hen a society is thoroughly Christian, this is an ingenious way to 
keep the peace and allow for general flourishing. But from the Chris
tian point of view, Enlightenment liberalism contained the seeds of 
Christianity’s undoing.

In a letter to soldiers in 1798, John  Adams, a Founding Father and 
practicing U nitarian, remarked:

We had no government arm ed with power capable of contend
ing with hum an passions unbridled by morality and religion. 
Avarice, ambition, revenge, or gallantry, would break the 
strongest cords of our Constitution as a whale goes through a
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net. O u r Constitution was m ade only for a moral and religious 
people. It is wholly inadequate to the government of any other.7

Adams understood that liberty under the Constitution could only 
work if the people were virtuous, restraining their passions and direct
ing them toward the good— as defined, presumably, by Adam s’s ratio
nalistic religious belief. Fortunately, having gone through the First 
Great Awakening of the mid-eighteenth century, America was strongly 
Evangelical, and citizens had a strong shared idea of the Good and a 
shared definition of virtue. Unfortunately, this would not last.

Democracy, Capitalism, Romanticism: 
The Calamitous Nineteenth Century

In the middle of the eighteenth century, new technological break
throughs began to give m an unprecedented power over nature. This 
led to an explosion in m anufacturing and commerce, which brought 
revolutionary changes to society. The socially stable way of life based 
on farm ing and crafts came to an end. Peasants moved en masse to 
cities, where they became workers in the new factories. T he social 
hierarchies of the traditional family and village began to dissolve.

T he same was true in politics. T he Am erican Revolution in 1776 
overthrew m onarchy and established a constitutional republic. The far 
bloodier French Revolution of 1789 was much more radical, attem pt
ing near-totalitarian refashioning of French society in the name of 
republicanism. Its terror ended in the dictatorship of Napoleon Bona
parte, who restored order, but the violence unleashed by the revolution 
and its ideals rocked Europe for the rest of the century. It shook m on
archies and established orders, using the ideals of liberty and democ
racy to batter older authoritarian structures.

A round the same time, artists and intellectuals began to rebel 
against Enlightenment reason and the effects of the Industrial Revo
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lution. The Romantics, as they were called, found m any aspects of the 
new rationalist, m echanized society distasteful but had no interest in 
returning to the C hristian world. They prized emotion, individuality, 
nature, and personal freedom.

They advocated an ideal of the heroic, creative individual, one who 
rejects the strictures of society, one who follows his feelings and intu
itions. For the Romantics, m eaning and release from the ugliness of 
m odern society was to be found in art, nature, and culture. Theirs was 
a primitivist reaction against the cold rationalism of the preceding age.

Though a m an of the Enlightenment era, philosopher Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau (1712-1778) became the father of Romanticism. Rousseau 
advanced the idea that m an is born naturally good but is corrupted by 
society. From Rousseau came the m odern notion that the freer a soci
ety is, the more virtuous it is. The people, in expressing the “general 
will,” are always right.

Alexis de Tocqueville, a young French aristocrat traveling through 
America in 1831-32, observed Rousseau’s egalitarian ideals in prac
tice. In  Democracy in America, Tocqueville concluded that democracy 
was the future of Europe, but observed that with its drive for equality, 
which entailed m aking standards relative to the m ajority’s will, de
mocracy risked elim inating the virtues that m ade self-rule possible. 
Democracies will succeed only if “m ediating institutions,” including 
the churches, thrive.

In the nineteenth century, intellectual elites understood that the 
world around them was quickly fragmenting. “All that is solid melts 
into air,” said M arx  and Engels’s Communist Manifesto (1848), which 
accurately observed that the Industrial Revolution had destroyed old 
certainties. W riting a generation after Charles D arw in published his 
Origin o f Species in 1859, G erm an philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche un
derstood natural selection to m ean that there is no divine plan guiding 
m an’s development. It is random , based on the survival of the fittest. 
Nietzsche drew on D arw in to formulate a philosophy extolling 
strength and the individual will.
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“G od is dead, and we have killed him,” said Nietzsche, stating a 
blunt tru th  about the West’s nascent atheism. M atthew Arnold cap
tured the spirit of the age in these lines from his 1867 poem Dover Beach.

T he Sea of Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth ’s shore 
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
O f the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
A nd naked shingles of the world.

Despite the disillusionment of artists, philosophers, and other cul
ture producers, the nineteenth century was a time of great religious 
fervor in England and America. The V ictorian era in England 
stretched from 1837 until the turn  of the twentieth century and fea
tured a popular Christianity that was muscular, moralistic, and disci
plined. It was notably civic-minded, with a strong emphasis on social 
reform. This reformist Evangelicalism spread to the United States, 
sparking the T h ird  Great Awakening, which brought explosive growth 
in Protestant churches and laid the groundwork for the Social Gospel 
movement. Rising European im m igration brought Catholics pouring 
into Am erican cities by the hundreds of thousands.

The im portant changes, though, took place among the cultural 
elites, who continued to shed any semblance of traditional Christian
ity. In America, from 1870 through 1930, these elites worked what 
sociologist C hristian Smith terms a “secular revolution.” They har
nessed the energy and tum ult of industrialization to remake society 
along broadly “progressive” lines.

The effects of this progressive movement on Am erican religious life 
were vast. It began the long liberalization of M ainline Protestantism by 
infusing it with a passion for social reform, over and against personal
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piety and evangelizing. Progressives turfed the Protestant religious es
tablishment out of universities and other leading cultural institutions. 
It pushed religion to the margins of public life, advocating science as 
the prim ary source of society’s values and as a guide to social change. 
W ithin Christianity, it replaced the religious model of the hum an person 
with a psychological model centered on the Self. And progressives’ po
litical ardor for greater democracy and egalitarianism found expression 
in church life by eroding the authority of the clergy and Scripture.

T he twentieth century arrived am id a wave of optimism about the 
West’s future. It was a time of hope and faith in progress. The dream  
came to a catastrophic end in 1914, with the outbreak of the deadliest 
w ar the world had ever seen.

The Triumph o f Eros

The mass savagery of World W ar I, four years of grinding combat that 
consumed the lives of seventeen million soldiers and civilians, shat
tered European ideals and dealt a m ortal blow to what rem ained of 
Christendom. The w ar’s afterm ath accelerated the abandonm ent of 
traditional sources of cultural authority. Sexual morality loosened. 
New styles of a rt and literature arose, m aking a conscious and defini
tive break with the discredited values of the prewar world.

Western civilization had been abandoning Christianity for quite 
some time, but it still had a sense of progress and purpose to unify it 
and to give its people direction and order to their lives. None of that 
progress— scientific, technological, economic, political, or social—  
prevented Europe from turning itself into a charnel house.

This was the period in which the West moved from what sociolo
gist Zygmunt Baum an called “solid m odernity”— a period of social 
change that was still fairly predictable and m anageable— to “liquid 
modernity,” our present condition, in which change is so rapid that no 
social institutions have time to solidify.8
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Sigmund Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis, found his true ge
nius not as a scientist but as a quasi-religious figure who discerned and 
proclaim ed the Self as a deity to replace the C hristian religion. Yet 
Freud’s immense cultural authority depended on his role as an icon of 
science. Am ong secularized elites, who disseminated Freud’s views 
widely through mass media, Freud’s vision had the force of revelation 
precisely because elites believed it to be scientific.

To Freud, religion was nothing more than  a m an-m ade m echa
nism to cope with life and to manage instincts that, if allowed to run 
free, would make civilization impossible. Western m an had lost God, 
and with that a sense that there was a higher authority to give life ul
tim ate meaning. But m an had to get on with life somehow.

Freud’s answer was to replace religion with psychology. In  his ther
apeutic vision, we should stop the fruitless searching for a nonexistent 
source of m eaning and instead seek self-fulfillment. The pursuit of 
happiness was not a quest for unity with God, or sacrificial dedication 
to a cause greater than oneself but rather a search to satisfy the Self.

In the past, a person looked outside himself to learn what he was 
to do with his life. But in modernity, when we know that religion and 
all claims to transcendent values are an illusion, we must look into 
ourselves for the secret to our own well-being. Psychology did not nec
essarily intend to change a m an’s character, as in the old Christian 
therapies of repentance as a step toward conforming to G od’s will, but 
rather to help that m an become comfortable with who he is.

Sociologist Philip Rieflf, the great interpreter of Freud, described 
the shift in Western consciousness like this: “Religious m an was born 
to be saved. Psychological m an is born to be pleased.”9

The 1960s were the decade in which Psychological M an came fully 
into his own. In that decade, the freedom of the individual to fulfill his 
own desires becam e our cultural lodestar, and the rapid falling away 
of Am erican morality from its Christian ideal began as a result. D e
spite a conservative backlash in the 1980s, Psychological M an won 
decisively and now owns the culture— including most churches— as
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surely as the Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Vandals, and other conquering 
peoples owned the rem ains of the W estern Rom an Empire.

In  1966, at the beginning of this new age, R ieff published a study 
called The Triumph of the Therapeutic: Uses of Faith After Freud, a book 
that still stuns with its prescience. In it Rieff, an unbeliever, argued 
that the West, am id unprecedented liberty and prosperity, was going 
through a profound cultural revolution. It had not become atheist, 
but it had spiritualized desire and em braced a secular “gospel of self- 
fulfillment.”

M ost people understood that Western culture had been slowly 
moving away from Christianity since the Enlightenment, but Rieff 
said the process had gone much farther than  most people realized.

In RiefFs theory of culture, a culture is defined by what it forbids. 
Each culture has its own “order of therapy”— a system that teaches its 
members what is perm itted w ithin its bounds and gives them  sanc
tioned ways to let off the pressure of living by the com m unity’s rules, 
which are traditionally rooted in religion. Moreover, the asceticism in 
a culture— that is, the ideal of self-denial— cannot be an  end in itself, 
because that would destroy a culture. Rather, it must be a “positive 
asceticism” that links the individual negating his own particular de
sires to the achievement of a higher, positive, life-affirming goal.

The m ain thing that helps a culture survive, Rieff wrote, is “the 
power of its institutions to bind and loose men in the conduct of their 
affairs with reasons which sink so deep into the self that they become 
commonly and implicitly understood.” A culture begins to die, he 
went on, “when its normative institutions fail to communicate ideals 
in ways that rem ain inwardly compelling, first of all to the cultural 
elites themselves.”

In other words, the Judeo-Christian culture of the West was dying 
because it no longer deeply believed in Christian sacred order, with its 
“thou shalt nots,” and it had no way of agreeing on the “thou shalt nots” 
that every culture must have to restrain individual passions and direct 
them to socially beneficial ends. W hat made our condition so revolu
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tionary, he said, was that for the first time in history, the West was at
tempting to build a culture on the absence of belief in a higher order that 
comm anded our obedience. In other words, we were creating an “anti
culture,” one that made the foundation for a stable culture impossible.

T hat is, instead of teaching us what we must deprive ourselves of 
to be civilized, we have a culture built on a cult of desire, one that tells 
us we find m eaning and purpose in releasing ourselves from the old 
prohibitions, as we self-directed individuals choose.

“Eros must be raised to the level of a religious cult in m odern soci
ety, not because we really are that obsessed with it, but because the 
m yth of freedom demands it,” says political philosopher Stephen L. 
Gardner. “It is in carnal desire that the m odern individual believes he 
affirms his ‘individuality.’ The body must be the true ‘subject’ of desire 
because the individual must be the author of his own desire.”10

The Romantic ideal of the self-created m an finds its fulfillment in the 
newest vanguards of the Sexual Revolution, transgendered people. They 
refuse to be bound by biology and have behind them an elite movement 
teaching new generations that gender is whatever the choosing individ
ual wants it to be. The advent of the birth control pill in the 1960s made 
it possible for mankind to extend its conquest and subjection of nature 
to the will to the hum an body itself. Transgenderism is the logical next 
step, after which will come the deconstruction of any obstructions, in 
law or in custom, to freely chosen polygamous arrangements.

Sure, there will be costs to extending the Sexual Revolution. We 
saw them in its first phase. T he 1970s, the so-called M e Decade, was 
when the 1960s came to the rest of America. The divorce rate, rising 
in the 1960s, mushroom ed in the 1970s. Abortions skyrocketed. But 
there was no going back. T he new order found its constitutional con
firmation in the Supreme C ourt’s 1992 Planned Parenthood vs. Casey de
cision reaffirm ing abortion rights. Justice Anthony Kennedy, writing 
for the pro-choice majority, explained (no doubt unintentionally) how 
the Sexual Revolution depends on a radical, even nihilistic, concep
tion of freedom:
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At the heart of liberty is the right to define one’s own concept 
of existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of 
hum an life.

Here is the end point of modernity: the autonomous, freely choos
ing individual, finding m eaning in no one but himself.

Philosopher Charles Taylor describes the cultural mindset that has 
captured us all:

Everyone has a right to develop their own form of life, 
grounded on their own sense of what is really im portant or of 
value. People are called upon to be true to themselves and to 
seek their own self-fulfilment. W hat this consists of, each must, 
in the last instance, determine for him- or herself. No one else 
can or should try  to dictate its content."

O f course every age has had its morally lax people, and people who 
have forsaken ideals and commitments to pursue their heart’s desire. 
In  fact, every one of us Christians is like that at times; it’s called sin. 
W hat’s distinct about the present age, says Taylor, is that “today many 
people feel called to do this, feel they ought to do this, feel their lives 
would be somehow wasted or unfulfilled if they didn’t do it.”

W hat is “it”? Following your own heart, no m atter what society 
says, or the church, or anybody else. This kind of thinking is devastat
ing to every kind of social stability but especially to the church. The 
church, a com m unity that authoritatively teaches and disciples its 
members, cannot withstand a revolution in which each m em ber be
comes, in effect, his own pope. Churches— Protestant, Catholic, and 
O rthodox— that are nothing more than  a loosely bound assembly of 
individuals comm itted to finding their own “truth,” are no longer the 
church in any meaningful sense, because there is no shared belief.

In this sense, Christians today may think we stand in opposition to 
secular culture, but in tru th  we are as much creatures of our own time
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as secular people are. As Charles Taylor puts it, “T he entire ethical 
stance of moderns supposes and follows on from the death of G od (and 
of course, of the meaningful cosmos).” We may deny that G od is dead, 
but to accept religious individualism and its theological support struc
ture, M oralistic Therapeutic Deism, is to declare that God may not be 
quite dead, but he is in hospice care and confined to the bed.

Let’s review a timeline of how the West arrived at this blasted heath of 
atomization, fragm entation, and unbelief.

Fourteenth  cen tury : T he defeat of metaphysical realism 
by nominalism in medieval theological debates removed 
the linchpin linking the transcendent and the material 
worlds. In nominalism, the m eaning of objects and actions 
in the m aterial world depends entirely on what m an assigns 
it. W ar and plague brought the medieval system crashing 
down.

Fifteenth  cen tury : The Renaissance dawned with a new, 
optimistic outlook on hum an potential and began shifting 
the West’s vision and social im agination from G od to m an, 
whom it saw as “the measure of all things.”

Sixteen th  cen tu ry : The Reformation broke the religious 
unity of Europe. In  Protestant lands, it b irthed an unresolv- 
able crisis in religious authority, which over the coming cen
turies would cause unending schisms.

Seventeenth  cen tury : The Wars of Religion resulted in 
the further discrediting of religion and the founding of the 
m odern nation-state. T he Scientific Revolution struck the 
final blow to the organic medieval model of the cosmos, 
replacing it with a vision of the universe as a machine. The
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m ind-body split proclaimed by Descartes applied this to the 
body. M an became alienated from the natural world.

E ighteenth  cen tury : The Enlightenment attempted to 
create a philosophical framework for living in and governing 
society absent religious reference. Reason would be the pole- 
star of public life, with religion— considered a burden from 
the Dark Ages— relegated to private life. The French and 
Am erican revolutions broke with the old regimes and their 
hierarchies and inaugurated a democratic, egalitarian age.

N ineteenth  cen tury : The success of the Industrial Rev
olution pulverized the agrarian way of life, uprooted masses 
from rural areas, and brought them into the cities. Relations 
among people came to be defined by money. The Romantic 
movement rebelled against this alienation in the name of 
individualism and passion. Atheism and Marxist-influenced 
progressive social reform spread among cultural elites.

Tw entieth century : The horrors of the two world wars 
severely damaged faith in the gods of reason and progress 
and in the God of Christianity. W ith the growth of technol
ogy and mass consumer society, people began to pay more 
attention to themselves and to fulfilling their individual de
sires. The Sexual Revolution exalted the desiring individual 
as the center of the emerging social order, deposing an enfee
bled Christianity as the Ostrogoths deposed the hapless last 
emperor of the Western Rom an Empire in the fifth century.

The long journey from a medieval world wracked with suffering 
but pregnant with m eaning has delivered us to a place of once un
imaginable comfort but emptied of significance and connection. The 
West has lost the golden thread that binds us to God, Creation, and 
each other. Unless we find it again, there is no hope of halting our
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dissolution. Indeed, it is unlikely that the West will see this lifeline for 
a very long time. It is not looking for it and may no longer have the 
capability of seeing it. We have been loosed, but we do not know how 
to bind.

“To light a candle is to cast a shadow,” said the writer Ursula K. 
Le G uin.12 T he shadow of the Enlightenm ent’s failure to replace God 
with reason has engulfed the West and plunged us into a new Dark 
Age. There is no way through this except to push forward to the true 
dawn. We who still hold the golden thread loosely in our hands must 
seize it more tightly and cling to it for future generations, or it will be 
torn from our grasp.

Christians know that there is one light that the darkness can nei
ther comprehend nor overcome, and it is that Light to W hom  we must 
return if we are going to make it through this time of trial. This is the 
Light, Jesus Christ, who illuminated the monasteries of the Middle 
Ages and all those who gathered around them.

The Benedictines had no secret teaching. They had what they still 
have: the Rule, which shows how to order one’s life to be as receptive 
as possible to G od’s grace, both individually and in community. As we 
await a new Saint Benedict to appear in our quite different time and 
place and teach us how to reweave the tapestry of our Christian lives, 
let’s make a pilgrimage to Benedict’s hometown and spend time with 
the spiritual sons of the saints, who, in defiance of all m odern expec
tations, are living simply but abundantly, guided by the timeless teach
ing of the old master.
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